Bats lower the emission SPL when approaching a target. The SPL reduction has been explained by intensity compensation which implies that bats adjust the emission SPL to perceive the retuning echoes at the same level. For a better understanding of this control mechanism we recorded the echolocation signals of four Myotis myotis with an onboard microphone when foraging in the passive mode for rustling mealworms offered in two feeding dishes with different target strength, and determined the reduction rate for the emission SPL and the increase rate for the SPL of the returning echoes. When approaching the dish with higher target strength bats started the reduction of the emission SPL at a larger reaction distance (1.05 ± 0.21 m) and approached it with a lower reduction rate of 7.2 dB/halving of distance (hd), thus producing a change of echo rate at the ears of + 4 dB/hd. At the weaker target reaction distance was shorter (0.71 ± 0.24 m) and the reduction rate (9.1 dB/hd) was higher, producing a change of echo rate of-1.2 dB/hd. Independent of dish type, bats lowered the emission SPL by about 26 dB on average. In one bat where the echo SPL from both targets could be measured, the reduction of emission SPL was triggered when the echo SPL surpassed a similar threshold value around 41-42 dB. Echo SPL was not adjusted at a constant value indicating that Myotis myotis and most likely all other bats do not use a closed loop system for intensity compensation when approaching a target of interest. We propose that bats lower the emission SPL to adjust the SPL of the perceived pulseecho-pairs to the optimal auditory range for the processing of range information and hypothesize that bats use flow field information not only to control the reduction of the approach speed to the target but also to control the reduction of emission SPL.
Introduction
During evolution the echolocation systems of the more than 1200 echolocating bat species have been adapted to perform specific echolocation tasks [1] [2] [3] . When closing in on a target of interest bats emit approach signals [2, 4] . These approach signals and their returning echoes PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194600 March 15, 2018 1 / 20 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
result in a sequence of pulse-echo pairs which contain the relevant information on target position and its nature. The ability to process and evaluate this information is limited if the sound pressure levels of the emitted signals and the returning echoes are outside of the optimal processing range of the bats' hearing system. The dynamic range of auditory neurons and in psychophysically measured auditory behaviors is far smaller than the rather wide range between the high emission level of echolocation signals and the detection level for weak echoes [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Bats searching for small targets such as insects have to emit very loud sounds to produce detectable echoes over longer ranges. Emission SPLs around 131 dB (re 0.1 m) were measured for search signals of bats foraging in open space [9, 10] . On the other hand reasonable echo detection levels around 20 dB have been discussed [11] . Thus, bats have to deal with very large amplitude ranges while searching for prey. Even if we assume that the SPL at the bats ear is about 5-15 dB below the SPL measured in front of the bat's mouth due to the directionality of sound emission and of the pinnae, and that the perceived emission SPL is additionally reduced by 12-22 dB due to the middle ear reflex induced by vocalization [12] , the range of perceived SPLs would still be around 80 dB. Such high dynamic ranges between loud calls and the just detectable echoes push the auditory system of foraging bats to its limits. After detection bats have to determine the position of a target of interest with high precision especially if they want to catch it, avoid it, or land on it. This may be the reason why bats approaching a target of interest lower the emission level to adjust the SPL of pulse-echo pairs to the optimal processing range of the auditory system.
A decrease in emission SPL during target approach has been reported by many authors and for many species and is most likely a common behavior in all echolocating bats [1, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The reduction rate was mostly near 6 dB per halving of the distance (dB/hd) with variations in a range between 4-9 dB/hd (summarized in Table 1 in Koblitz et al [27] ), and bats started to lower call amplitude at target distances which were larger in landing bats (around 1.5-2 m) than in bats approaching an insect (around 0.6 m).
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain how bats regulate the echo SPL during an approach so that an optimal processing of the echo information is possible. Kick and Simmons [30] assumed that the time dependent middle ear reflex has the function of an "automatic gain control" mechanism which for some time after signal emission reduces the Table 1 . Signal parameters of the echolocation pulses emitted during search and in passive approach.
Search phase
Passive approach P auditory threshold of incoming echoes by 11 dB/hd and thus compensates for the increase of echo SPL by 12 dB/hd when closing in on point targets such as insects. Kobler et al. [14] found a range dependent decrease of emission SPL by 20-30 dB over a target distances from 2.5-0.2 m in Pteronotus parnellii sitting on a pendulum and termed it "intensity compensation". Hartley and colleagues [15] [16] [17] assumed that bats use a "dual component system for stabilization of perceived echo amplitude" by both, lowering the emission SPL and reducing the auditory perception level during the middle ear reflex. All these proposed mechanisms somehow imply that the echo SPL is regulated by a feedback control system which keeps the echo SPL approximately constant, similar to the Doppler shift compensation system of flutter detecting bats. Doppler shift compensating bats lower the emission frequency to compensate the positive Doppler shifts produced by their own flight movement so that the echoes returning from large stationary targets ahead are kept constant at the reference frequency [31, 32] . A comparable closed loop control system for intensity compensation should adjust the emission SPL to keep the echo SPL at the bat's cochlea constant at a reference value. Such a system would have to compensate for changes in echo SPL caused by the target's reflecting properties, by atmospheric attenuation and geometric spreading when closing in on the target but also for changes caused by the vocal middle ear reflex which attenuates not only the emitted signal during sound emission but also echoes which return shortly after sound emission [12] . During the approach the dynamic changes in echo SPL due to spherical spreading are rather large and depend on the reflection properties of a target. The echo SPL of a mirror-like target increases by 6 d/hd, of a wire-like target by 9 dB/hd, and of a point target by 12 dB/hd [11] . The influence of atmospheric attenuation is rather small due to the small target distances. A bat closing in on a target from 240 to 7.5 cm encounters five halving steps due to spherical spreading which sum up to a total increase of echo SPL of 30 dB in a mirror-like wall, of 45 dB in a thin landing bar, and of 60 dB at a point target like an insect. Furthermore, target strength (TS) has a strong additional effect on the absolute echo SPL [29] . At the same distance smaller insects produce lower echo SPLs than larger insects or a wall. Further variations of the echo SPL are caused by changes of target position in relation to the directional emission beam and the directionality of the pinnae and by changes of the reflective parts of the target such as wing beat movements [30] .
If emission SPL were controlled by a closed loop control system, the different distance dependent increase rates in echo SPL of targets with different reflecting properties should be compensated by corresponding decrease rates of the emission level. Additionally, at loud targets with high target strength the SPL reduction should start at larger target distances than at more quiet targets. These predictions are either not or only partly supported by data from literature. Emission SPL reductions measured so far indicate a rather similar decrease rate around 6 dB/hd independent of bat species and differences in target reflection properties according to target size and type (wall, mealworm, small microphone, spheres). As there is no big difference in the emission level decrease rate between point (12 dB/hd) and mirror (6 dB/hd) targets the published data do not support the negative feedback control hypothesis which requests that emission SPL decrease rate and echo SPL increase rate should compensate each other. Boonman and Jones [19] also rejected a closed loop control system as Myotis daubentonii approaching different objects (large and small sphere and mealworm) reacted with a stereotyped SPL reduction by about 4 dB/hd which was independent from the object's target strength, and [33] argued that strong source level fluctuations of up to 12 dB within sound groups emitted by Eptesicus fuscus during an approach do not support the hypothesis of a tightly coupled feedback control system. There is, however, evidence that target strength influences the reaction distance as bats approaching a wall which produces loud echoes started to lower the emission SPL around 2 m from the wall [21, 27] , whereas bats approaching a mealworm which produces much weaker echoes reacted around 0.6-0.7 m [19, 20] .
For a better understanding of the mechanisms that regulate the reduction of emission SPL during approach we trained bats to approach two types of feeding dishes with different target strength, and recorded the emitted echolocation signals and, as far as possible, also the returning echoes with an onboard microphone. For both target types we determined the reduction rate of the SPL of the emitted signals during the approach and the resulting increase rate for the echo SPL to test our hypothesis that lowering of emission SPL is not controlled by a closed loop feedback control system for intensity compensation.
Materials and methods

Experimental animals
Four males of the Greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis myotis, Borkhausen 1974) were used in this study. Bats were captured from a large colony roosting in a cave named 'Höllenlöcher' (Dettingen an der Erms, Germany) under the license No. 55-3/8852.21 from March 03, 2009 of the "Regierungspräsidium Tübingen". Bats were kept under standardized conditions (16:8 light: dark cycle, 24 ± 2˚C, and 65 ± 5% humidity) with ad libitum access to water. During training and experiment the bats were fed with mealworms (larvae of Tenebrio molitor) which were offered in feeding dishes. Bats could fly freely and feed as much as they wanted. The bats' weight was controlled daily to make sure that they fed enough. Additionally, crickets, beetles and grasshoppers were offered on a regular base. Vitamins (Korvimin 
Experimental setup
The experiments were conducted in the dark in a large flight room (13 x 6 x 2 m). The flight room was separated with a curtain into an experimental and an equipment area. On the floor of the experimental area (7.85 x 6 x 2 m) we positioned a Plexiglas plate (3 x 2 m). On the smooth surface of this feeding area we offered four feeding dishes (r = 4.5 cm, h = 1.5 cm) always at the same positions. One of these dishes contained live mealworms. The bats were trained to search for the dish with mealworms and to approach and catch them after detection. At the beginning of each trial the bat was released at one end of the flight room and was allowed to fly freely in the experimental area and to search for the dish with prey. We used two different sets of feeding dishes which differed in their reflection properties to investigate whether target properties influence the echolocation behavior of bats. The first set consisted of plastic Petri dishes with a corner reflector made of aluminum foil (height 2 cm) to increase the reflectance (reflector dish), the second set comprised similar sized dishes consisting of cellular foam without a reflector (foam dish). The feeding dishes contained small styrofoam pieces which prevented the detection of the mealworms by echolocation and which generated rustling noises when living mealworms moved between them. In each trial we used the same type of feeding dish, but only one dish, the target dish, contained living mealworms. The position of this target dish was changed from trial to trial in a randomized manner between the four dish positions on the Plexiglas plate.
Data recording and analysis
We recorded the echolocation and flight behavior of the bats with a 3D infra-red video system and synchronized sound recordings. Echolocation signals were recorded by a custom-made telemetry system, the telemike, consisting of a microphone and a transmitter. The bats carried the telemike in a small backpack mounted on the back of the bat. The backpack was fixed with a small collar around the neck of the bat and stabilized with a drop of medical skin adhesive (Sauer GmbH, Lobbach, Germany) on a naked skin mark on the back of the bat. The adhesive and with it the backpack were easy to remove after the experiment without harming the bats. The telemike consisted of a small omnidirectional ultrasonic sensor (Knowles electronics, SPM0204UD5, USA), an FM-transmitter unit with antenna (180 MHz), and a button cell of 1.55 V (Varta, V 377, Hannover, Germany). The weight of the telemike including the battery was 1.5 g, which was light enough to be carried by Greater-Mouse Eared bats weighing about 30 g. Recording sessions lasted not longer than 30 minutes for each bat and recordings were made on five days per week. The telemike signals were picked up by two VHF-antennae which were connected with a custom-made fm-receiver with a carrier frequency range between 174-223 MHz.
The transmitted signals were digitized with a custom-made A/D-converter (PC-Tape, Department of Animal Physiology, University of Tübingen) at a sample rate of 480 kHz and a resolution of 16 bits, and stored on a hard disk of a personal computer as wav-files. Sound recordings were synchronized in time with a vertical interval time code (VITC) with video recordings. The flight behavior of the bats was recorded with two infrared-sensitive cameras (Sanyo IRP, 50 half-frames per second), fixed in two upper corners of the experimental area. The flight room was illuminated by two infrared stroboscopes which were synchronized with the cameras and released a 1 ms long flash at every half-frame. The video data were recorded on Panasonic DVC mini video tapes with two Sony camcorders (DCR-PC8E). An additional camera with a telephoto lens was used to take close-up recordings of bats approaching the target dish. For the 3D reconstruction of the flight paths we digitized the videos and analyzed them frame by frame with commercial software (SIMI Motion 1 3D, Version 7.5, SIMI reality motions GMBH, Unterschleißheim, Germany). The reconstruction accuracy was better than 4 cm. Calibration signals, echolocation signals and echoes were analyzed with a custom-written program (Selena, University of Tübingen, Germany). The sounds were displayed as color spectrograms (FFT 256, Hann window) with a dynamic range of 90 dB and analyzed with auto padding at a window width of 20 ms and a frequency range reduced to 120 kHz. The resulting interpolation process produced an accuracy of 0.5 ms in the time and 0.9 kHz in the frequency domain. The beginning and the end of the signals were determined at -15 dB below peak frequency amplitude and pulse interval, pulse duration, initial and terminal frequency, bandwidth, and SPL were measured. In total, we recorded 243 search flights and 330 approach flights of which we analyzed 3 search flights and 5 approach flights for each type of feeding dishes for each of the four bats.
Computation of emission and echo SPL
A custom written program called INAT (intensity analysis tool, University of Tübingen, Germany) was used to calculate the root mean square SPL relative to full-scale of the echolocation signals, and the echoes which were recorded with the telemike system. The signals could be pre-processed by a definable band pass filter. All SPL values presented in this paper were measured at a band pass setting between 15-200 kHz.
Criterion to define the active part of the approach and to calculate SPL reduction rate
The active part of the approach started when the bats reacted to the target with distinct changes in their echolocation behavior. Our criterion for this change was that the SPL of the first call of the final approach had to be 2 dB lower than the mean SPL of the preceding calls and that it was further reduced in the following calls. The 2 dB criterion was chosen as it is equivalent to double standard deviation of the average emission SPL in passive approach.
Calibration of the telemike
For the calibration of the telemike we used a custom-made ultrasonic loudspeaker which was calibrated with a 1/8" Brüel & Kjaer microphone in the frequency range from 15-110 kHz. The telemike had its highest sensitivity at 40 kHz and was 4 dB less sensitive at 20 kHz and 13 dB at 90 kHz. The dynamic range of the complete recording (telemike and PCtape recording system) was determined for a signal frequency of 40 kHz and measured 47 dB. It was limited by the noise level of about 40 dB SPL and a saturation point of the input-output function of about 87 dB.
Ensonification of the feeding dishes
To determine the acoustic reflection properties of our feeding dishes we used a custom-made ultrasonic loudspeaker which had a rather flat response curve between 15 kHz and 110 kHz with a maximum output at about 60 kHz and a 3 dB lower SPL at 30 kHz and 100 kHz. The dishes were ensonified with bat-like pulses generated with a waveform generator (Agilent 33120A). The pulses had a SPL of 86 dB at 40 cm and swept from 110-30 kHz in 2 ms. The echoes were picked up with a calibrated custom-made microphone which was positioned next to the loudspeaker. For signal recording and analysis, we used the same recording system and analysis software as described above (PC-Tape, Selena, INAT). To determine the distance dependent change in echo SPL we positioned the dish at seven distances in front of the ensonification system (0.4-1 m, steps of 0.1 m). At every distance, the mean echo SPL was determined from eight measurements, where the dish was turned by 360˚in eight steps. The dishes were ensonified in two different angles according to the mean bats approach angles (16˚, 24˚).
Statistical analysis
The results were quantified using commercial statistic software (SPSS 20, IBM, Chicago, USA). Pulse interval was not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p<0.05), therefore, we calculated median and interquartile range, and used Mann-Whitney-U test to compare pulse interval of search flight and passive approach. All other datasets were normally distributed (ShapiroWilk test, p>0.05). Therefore, we conducted general linear mixed model (GLMM) analysis with individual bat as random factor to compare (1) the microphone SPL of approaches from the walls vs. approaches from search flights (fixed factor: either approach from wall or search flight); (2) the echolocation signal parameters of search flight and passive approach (fixed factor: search or passive approach); and (3) the bats' position and approach angles at the beginning of SPL reduction (fixed factor: type of feeding dish). We calculated multiple linear regression analysis to test for the increase in echo SPL during the landing task to the reflector dish, to determine the SPL reduction rates of approaching bats and the increase rates of the ensonification experiment. We used t-tests for dependent variables to compare the ensonified feeding dishes and SPL reduction rates. A one-sample-t-test was used to test whether the mean SPL reduction rate during the landing at the reflector dish differs from the reduction rate 6 dB/hd.
Results
Flight and echolocation behavior of M. myotis while searching for and approaching feeding dishes with prey
For the description of the flight and echolocation behavior of M. myotis foraging in the passive mode we discriminate three different behavioral stages: search, passive approach and active approach. After releasing the bats, all 4 individuals immediately began to search for prey. They flew in large circles over the feeding area at average heights between 0.6 m and 1.4 m and average speeds between 3.0 m and 4.2 m/s. Rustling sounds of moving mealworms from one of the four familiar feeding dishes at known positions enabled the passive localization of the target dish with prey. When bats had detected the prey generated sound source they switched from search to the passive approach which was indicated by a distinct change in flight behavior. Bats either reduced flight height and flew in a wide circle to the position of the target dish or they landed at the wall at heights of 1.2-1.8 m and flew from there directly towards the dish, which was around 3-4 m away (Fig 1) . In both situations, bats started -at a distance to the target of about 2-3 m -to fly in more or less horizontal flight at heights of 0.2 -0.4 m. This passive acoustically guided approach ended when the bats had picked up the target dish by echolocation and switched to active approach, which is guided by echolocation. The active approach ended, when bats either landed on the dish with prey or close to it during a down stroke of the wings.
The echolocation behavior during passive approach differed from the echolocation behavior in search flight by shorter pulse intervals (Mann-Whitney-U test, U = 40995.5, n = 725, p < 0.001), higher initial frequency (GLMM, F (1,773) = 88.27, p < 0.001), lower terminal frequency (GLMM, F (1, 775) = 5.6, p = 0.018), lower emission SPL (GLMM, F (1, 768) = 20.02, p < 0.001) and shorter pulse durations (GLMM, F (1, 720) = 83.15, p < 0.001) ( Table 1 and Fig  2) . The higher initial frequency and lower terminal frequency indicate that the bats increased the bandwidth of echolocation signals during the passive approach. Pulse intervals of mainly between 90 ms and 100 ms indicate that the bats emitted a single call every wingbeat. The longer pulse intervals in search flight suggest that bats sometimes emitted signals only every second wing beat when flying higher. The switch from passive to active approach was indicated by a reduction of emission SPL and also of pulse interval and pulse duration (Fig 2) . Pulse intervals were reduced to minimal 32 ms and pulse duration to 0.7 ms.
During active approach, the bats either continued to emit single pulses before they switched to groups with two, sometimes three, and rarely even 4 pulses-or they started immediately with the emission of grouped signals. In one approach bat D emitted only single pulses. Two bats emitted -rather often -(Bat A: 70% and Bat D 80% of all landings) a series of 3-6 short, broadband signals, with pulse durations around 1.5 ms and intervals around 6 ms, shortly before or during the landing on the dish. The emission SPL was reduced throughout the active approach, but in two bats it increased again in the series of these short pulses emitted just before or during landing on the dish. Sometimes the SPL of the last pulse group before landing or only of the last pulse of this group was also increased. The SPLs of these pulses were not included in describing the SPL reduction during active approach because these louder pulses were emitted less than 60 ms prior to landing, which is shorter than the reaction time.
Emission and echo SPL during active approach
In search and passive approach emission SPL was kept at about 85-86 dB SPL rms on average (Table 2) . During active approach, the four bats lowered the SPL of emitted signals when closing in on the target (Fig 3) . The mean SPL reduction was 26 dB independently of feeding dish type. Bat D decreased the emission SPL even by 33 dB, thus indicating inter-individual differences. The SPL reduction rates in relation to the logarithm of distance differed in the two target types and were also characterized by large inter-individual variations (Table 3 ). SPL reduction rates of bats landing at the foam dish were steeper than the reduction rates of bats landing at the reflector dish (mean reduction rate for at the foam dish 9.1 dB/hd for, and 7.2 dB/hd at the reflector dish, paired t-test, p = 0.028). The echoes from the reflector increased by 4.8 dB/hd on average (Fig 3 and Table 3 ).
Due to technical limitations, the telemike allowed only direct echo SPL measurements above about 40 dB. To determine the echo SPL at the beginning of the active approach we used the measured echo increase rate to predict the average echo SPL at the average target reaction distance. For the reflector dish, we calculated an echo SPL of 42 dB in Bat A, 39 dB in Bat B, and 36 dB in Bat C. For the foam dish, we got only values from Bat A and determined a reaction threshold of 41 dB.
Position of the bats at the beginning of active approach and approach angle
When approaching the reflector dish bats started to reduce the SPL at a greater horizontal target distance than during the approach of the foam dish (mean ± SD, reflector dish 1.01 ± 0.21 m, and foam dish 0.65 ± 0.25 m, GLMM, F (1, 35) = 27.25, p < 0.001, Fig 4) . The average direct target distance at the beginning of the SPL reduction also differed between dish types (mean ± SD, reflector dish 1.05 ± 0.21 m, and foam dish 0.71 ± 0.24 m, GLMM, F (1, 35) = 28.27, Bats that landed at the foam dish had in the average a steeper approach angle compared to landings on the reflector dish (mean ± SD, 23.7˚± 9.8 for the foam dish, 16.4˚± 4.4 for the reflector dish, GLMM, F (1, 35) = 10.65, p = 0.002, Table 3 ).
Increase rate of echo SPL
To determine the distance dependent increase rate of the SPL of the two targets, we ensonified the two feeding dishes at the bats' approach angle of 16˚and 24˚ (Fig 5) and compared it with the increase rate measured from the echoes in the different experimental situations. When simulating an approach to the reflector target with an ensonification of 16˚the echoes increased with a rate of 11.2 dB/hd whereas at a simulated approach to the foam target with 24˚the increase rate was at 7.9 dB/hd. In bats where we could measure the SPL of the returning echoes the difference between echo SPL and emission SPL corresponded to the increase rate of the echoes. The measured 10.8 dB/hd corresponded closely with the value of 11.2 dB/hd measured with the loudspeaker at the same angle.
Discussion
Echolocation behavior of Myotis myotis while foraging in the passive gleaning mode
Myotis myotis belongs to the guild of narrow space passive gleaning foragers and uses preygenerated cues to detect and classify prey and to localize its position. Gleaners approaching a site with prey reduce pulse interval and duration but do not emit a distinct terminal group or buzz like aerial-hawking and or trawling bats [2, 3, 34, 35] . In our experiments, the rustling noises of mealworms from the prey dish enabled M. myotis to detect the prey indicating sound source by passive acoustic localization. After detection bats switched from search to approach behavior, which we divided in two consecutive parts: passive and active approach. During passive approach, the bats are guided by the acoustic cues from the sound source. In this part of the approach M. myotis lowered flight height and flew in a more or less horizontal flight towards the prey dish at heights between 0.2-0.4 m. The parameters of the echolocation signals emitted during search and passive approach differed only slightly which can be explained by differences in flight height. During active approach, the bats' flight is guided by echolocation and the signal parameters pulse interval, signal duration, and emission SPL is reduced with decreasing distance to the prey dish. Russo et al. [35] recorded approach signals with one microphone and used the measured changes of signal SPL to define 4 consecutive phases in passive gleaning M. myotis and M. blythii. We assume that their phase 1 describes search and passive approach in which signal SPL is high and varies little. The following phase 2 and 3 describe the behavior which we defined as active approach and in which pulse interval, pulse duration and emission SPL is reduced. Our bats did not produce a terminal buzz as observed in phase 4 by Russo et al. [35] . Two bats produced a few short and often louder signals just before or during landing. According to our opinion these signals were irrelevant in guiding the approach as the time to landing was shorter than the reaction time of bats. Russo et al. [35] and Arlettaz et al. [36] concluded that gleaning Myotis lower the emission SPL during the approach to reduce the risk of masking prey generated sounds during passive listening, or to avoid alerting ultrasound-sensitive prey. In the following discussion, we argue that M. myotis https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194600.g004
Reduction of emission level in approach signals of greater mouse-eared bats reduce the emission SPL during target approach to adjust the SPL of the perceived pulse-echopairs to the optimal auditory range for the processing of range information. However, this does not exclude that the lowering of the emission SPL improves the passive detection of prey generated sounds as proposed by Russo et al. [35] and Arlettaz et al. [36] . M. myotis is a passive gleaning forager and combines passive listening for prey detection and active echolocation for spatial orientation and landing control. This poses the question whether the observed reduction of emission SPL during approach flights can be generalized to other species with different foraging behavior. Aerial-hawking, trawling, and flutter detecting bats also lower the emission SPL when approaching targets under echolocation control [1, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] although they do not listen to prey-generated sounds. We therefore assume that our conclusion from data of M. myotis also applies for other species.
Detection threshold and rate of change in emission and echo SPL during active approach
Active approach started, according to our definition, when the bats had detected the target dish and started to reduce the emission SPL. The mean reaction distance and the rate of change in emission SPL differed between the two target types. When approaching the louder reflector target the bats reacted at a larger reaction distance (1.05 ± 0.21 m) and with a lower reduction rate (7.2 dB/hd), resulting in a calculated echo change rate of + 4 dB/hd near the ears (difference between echo increase rate of 11.2 dB/hd and emission SPL reduction rate of 7.2 dB/hd). This value was verified by actual measurements of the SPL of target echoes which increased by 4.8 dB/hd. In approaches of the weak foam target reaction distance was shorter https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194600.g005
Reduction of emission level in approach signals of greater mouse-eared bats (0.71 ± 0.24 m) and the reduction rate (9.1 dB/hd) higher, which led to a calculated echo change rate at the bat's ears of -1.2 dB/hd. Independent of target reflection properties bats lowered the emission SPL by about 26 dB on average.
In bat A, the telemike recordings allowed to determine the SPL of target echoes from the reflector and the foam target. In this individual, the SPL reduction of the approach signals started in both target types at about the same level of the target echoes namely at about 42 dB (reflector target) and 41 dB (foam target). This result suggests that the reduction of emission SPL is triggered when the echo SPL surpasses a threshold value which was around 41-42 dB. The correlation curves of the reflector echoes from bat B and C predict somewhat lower detection thresholds around 39 dB in bat B and around 36 dB in bat C. This low value explains why we could not record the foam target echoes with the telemike which had a noise level around 40 dB. For further discussion of emission and detection thresholds we will use the values of bat A with an emission level around 85 dB and a detection level for both target types around 41 dB.
A detection threshold of 41 dB seems to be rather high, but in the presence of loud clutter, such as the vertical ground echo returning just before the dish echo, a masked detection threshold is reasonable and corresponds to high thresholds found in other species under masking conditions [37] . We therefore assume that the beginning of active approach indicates the bats had detected the dishes immediately before and had switched from passive target localization to active localization by echolocation. During passive approach, the bats have not yet detected the target dish by echolocation and were searching for it by emitting echolocation signals toward the assumed target position. The differences in echolocation behavior during search and passive approach can mainly be explained by the differences in flight height.
Perceived emission and echo SPL during active approach
In our experiments, we determined the SPL of the emitted signals and if possible also of the returning echoes with a microphone which was positioned near the bats' ears. We assume that the SPLs of the telemike signals are a good approximation of the SPLs of the signals which were picked up by the pinnae of the bats. However, for the understanding of our data it is important to remember that the perceived echo SPL at the cochlea-which is the relevant input into the auditory system-is lower than the SPL at the pinna and much lower than the SPL measured directly in front of the bat. In vocalizing bats, the pinna input is attenuated by the middle-ear muscles reflex (vocal MEM reflex) which occurs during sound emission. Hartridge [38] previously hypothesized that the middle ear muscles of bats contract during sound emission and relax afterwards to protect the ear from the loud echolocation signals and to make it sensitive for the perception of weak echoes. Henson [12] recorded cochlear microphonics from vocalizing Tadarida brasiliensis and found that the vocal MEM reflex began 4-10 ms before sound emission, had a maximum attenuation effect of about 20 dB at the onset of a signal and ended within 10 ms. If we assume a similar MEM reflex activity in M. myotis the 85 dB of the telemike signals during the passive approach would result in a cochlear input or perceived SPL of 65 dB. The vocal MEM reflex also attenuates the SPL of echoes if they return shortly after sound emission-but conclusive data are rare. Patheiger [39] studied in Eptesicus fuscus how the vocal MEM reflex affects the detection threshold for a wire target offered at different distances, and found at emission levels of 100-105 dB that the detection threshold stayed about the same beyond 90 cm which corresponds to an echo delay of more than 5.3 ms. At shorter distances, the threshold increase was about 4 dB at 60 cm distance and about 11 dB at 30 cm. The curve of the measured threshold increase showed no linear relationship between the detection threshold measured in dB and the logarithm of target range.
Furthermore, no data is available that shows whether the MEM reflex of bats changes with the emission SPL. We do know from EMG measurements in humans [40] that a reduction of emission SPL from 100 dB to 70 dB resulted in a strong decrease of middle ear muscle activity which should result in a reduction of the attenuation effect. We therefore assume a similar mechanism in bats and hypothesize that the reduction of emission SPL during an approach reduces or even abolishes the attenuation effect of the MEM reflex.
During active approach, the relationship between perceived emission and echo SPL is changed due to the reduction of emission SPL, the middle ear reflex, and the distance dependent increase of echo SPL. At the beginning of active approach, the MEM reflex reduces the cochlear input by 20 dB so that the perceived emission SPL of the bats would be at about 65 dB for both target types. The reaction threshold of 41 dB in bat A was about the same at both target types. At the measured reaction distances (1.05 m and 0.71 m) the MEM reflex has no-or only a minor-effect on the echo SPL, so that bat A would have perceived pulse echo pairs with a SPL dB relation somewhere near 65:41 at the beginning of the active approach. At 10 cm distance to the dishes the emission level was about 26 dB lower at both targets. If we assume that the effect of the MEM reflex is no more active at the reduced emission level the perceived emission level of bat A would correspond to the SPL of the emitted signal. That means that bat A would hear its own signals at both target types somewhere near 59 dB. At this distance, the calculated echo levels of the two targets types differed according to their different echo change rates. The reflector target which increases with 4 dB/hd would produce echo levels around 55 dB and the foam target which changes with -1.2 dB/hd would produce levels around 38 dB. Measured echo levels support this estimation for the reflector target (Fig 3) . By reducing the emission SPL bat A adjusted the pulse-echo SPL relation of the reflector target from 65:41 dB The optimal SPL range of the bats' auditory system for the processing of range information in perceived pulse-echo-pairs
The accuracy of parameter measurements in echolocating bats depends strongly on the absolute SPL and the relative SPL relation of pulse echo pairs. In E. fuscus performing a range discrimination task with phantom targets (S+ at 0.53 m and echo SPLs varying between -8 to -48 dB relative to the emission level at 13 cm in front of the bat) the ranging accuracy depended on the relation between emission and echo SPL [7, 8] . Performance was best if the echo SPL at the bats' ears was -28 dB relative to the emission level of about 90 dB and deteriorated at higher and lower echo SPLs. For the calculation of the perceived emission SPL we use data from Henson who showed for Tadarida brasiliensis that the own emitted signals with an emission level of about 100 dB (measured a few cm in front of the bat) produced microphonic potentials with the same amplitude as those produced by a tonal signal with an SPL of 65-75 dB [12] . He accounted the difference to the attenuation effect of the middle ear muscles during vocalization by about 20 dB and to the directionality of sound emission which resulted in a lowering of the SPL at the ear by about 5-15 dB. Under the assumption of a similar attenuation effect of about -28 dB through directional sound emission (-10 dB) and MEM effect (-18 dB) E. fuscus would have reached the best ranging performance if perceived emission and echo SPL were about the same, at an estimated SPL relation of the perceived pulse-echo-pairs of about 62:62 dB.
The importance of the absolute and relative SPL of pulse-echo pairs for the ranging performance of bats is also documented by studies which investigated the neural ranging mechanisms of bats which use broadband frequency-modulated signals. In these experiments the bats were stimulated with a loud signal which mimics the emitted pulse followed by a weak signal which mimics the echo [5, 6] . In Myotis lucifugus cortical neurons with a so-called paradoxical latency shift reacted to strong signals with a longer response latency than to weaker stimuli and the difference between the two corresponded to the best delay of the neuron. These shifts only occurred when the stimulus amplitude range for the weak stimuli had an upper limit from 29-53 dB SPL and for strong stimuli a lower limit from 62-84 dB SPL. This means that this ranging mechanism only works if the SPL of emitted signals is above 62 dB and of the SPL of returning echoes at least below 53 dB [5] . When probing the properties of echo delay coding neurons in the cortex of 3 bat species with simulated pulse-echo-pairs Hechevarria et al. [41] showed that the absolute and relative SPL of pulse-echo pairs is relevant for the ranging performance of bats. At a simulated emission level of 70 dB the neurons had the highest activity at echo levels between 50-70 dB.
Both the psychophysical data in E. fuscus [7] , and the electrophysiological data from cortical delay tuned neurons of several bat species [5, 41] , indicate a rather limited operational range for range measurements with a best performance at perceived emission SPLs near 80-60 dB and echo SPLs from 60-40 dB. We therefore conclude that the reduction of emission SPL during the final part of the approach has the advantage of adjusting the SPL of pulse-echo-pairs to the optimal range of the auditory system for processing range information. This conclusion is also supported by behavioral data of Hiryu et al. [21] , which allows the estimation of SPL relations of the perceived emission and echo SPL of pulse-echo pairs of Pipistrellus abramus landing at a wall. If we assume that the emission SPL measured with the telemike (102 dB) corresponds to the SPL of the signals at the pinna and that the MEM reflex attenuates with 20 dB the perceived emission level at the cochlea would be at 82 dB. The bat started the approach at a distance of about 2 m from the wall. At that point, the echo level measured with the telemike was about 40 dB below the emission level. As the MEM reflex will not influence the perceived echo SPL at a target distance of 2 m a perceived echo SPL of about 62 dB can be estimated. That means that at the beginning of the approach the bat perceived pulse echo pairs with a SPL ratio of 82:62 dB. At a distance of 12.5 cm his ratio would have changed to 72:62 dB if we assume a reduction rate of 6 dB/hd and a continuous reduction of the MEM reflex during the approach. This example shows that the reduction of emission SPL in landing pipistrelle bats adjusted the SPL of the pulse-echo-pairs to the optimal range for the processing of range information. This also holds for the loud reflector target where the reduction of emission SPL adjusted the pulse-echo SPL relation of the reflector target from 65:41 dB at 1.05 m to 59:55 dB at 0.1 m. In the quieter foam target where the SPL relation was changed from 65:41 at the reaction distance of 0.65 m to 59:38 dB at 0.1 m, the reduction of emission SPL did not improve the ranging conditions but is still in a range were ranging is possible.
Mechanisms for the adjustment of emission SPL during active approach
Proposed mechanisms such as 'automatic gain control' [30] , 'intensity compensation' [14, 21] , and 'dual component system for stabilization of perceived echo amplitude' [16, 17] somehow imply that the reduction of emission SPL and/or the effect of the MEM during and short after sound emission regulate the echo SPL in a closed loop control system in a similar way to Doppler shift compensating bats that keep the echo frequency constant [31, 32] . Such a tightly coupled closed loop control system for intensity control would suggest that the perceived echo SPL is kept constant at a reference level. The differences in echo change rates and adjusted echo SPLs reject these intensity compensation hypotheses. This result is supported by other studies where bats did not compensate for differences in echo SPL according to different target strengths [19] . But what are the alternatives? In the literature, and also in this paper, the amplitude adjustment of the pulse-echo pairs during target approach is described with the parameter dB/hd. This is a spatial and not a temporal domain parameter which results from two time dependent behaviors of the bat: the braking or deceleration behavior when slowing down before landing or catching prey, and the change of emission SPL during the approach. Distance-dependent reduction rates of emission SPL near 6 dB/hd, that have been reported for several bat species while approaching so different target types like walls and mealworms, might be advantageous for bats. Large targets have the reflection properties of an acoustic mirror which results in a distance-dependent increase of the echo SPL by 6 dB/hd. A reduction of emission SPL by 6 dB/hd compensates for the echo increase rate completely, such that the echo SPL is kept constant at the target and also at the bat's ear where it is 6 dB lower than at the target [27] . Such a situation was documented where P. abramus landed on a mirror-like wall [21] . The bats lowered the emission SPL by 6.5 dB/hd during the 2 m long approach and the SPL was nearly constant in the echoes recorded with a telemike. In other species similar decrease rates were measured when approaching a large mirror-like target, for instance approximately 6 dB in Pteronotus parnellii approaching a wall while sitting on a pendulum [14] , and 4-9 dB/hd in E. fuscus landing in front of a wall [27] . Small targets such as mealworms or small microphones have the reflection properties of a point target so that the echo increase rate is 12 dB/hd. This increase rate is only partly compensated by lowering the emission SPL with 6 dB/hd so that the echo SPL at the bats' ears increases with 6 dB/hd. Such a situation was encountered by Noctilio leporinus while approaching a mealworm [15] , and by E. fuscus when a mealworm was moved towards it [17] or when it approached a small microphone [20] . Thus, a distance-dependent lowering of the emission SPL would have the advantage that the rising of the echo SPL at the bats ear would provide information on the nature of the reflecting target. A rise by 6 dB/hd indicates a point target, by 3 dB/hd a wire like target and by 0 dB/hd a mirror-like target.
A stereotyped and complete uncontrolled reduction of emission SPL and approach speed according to an open loop control system where the control action is independent of the controlled process output is rather unlikely. Geberl et al. [42] showed in an elegant approach that aerial-hawking and trawling Myotis daubentonii responded to the sudden removal of the prey target with a delayed abortion of relevant parts of their sensory-motor behavior, thus indicating that the approach is under feedback control; Amichai and Yovel [29] showed that landing Pipistrellus kuhlii adapt their approach behavior to target distance thus indicating distancedependent sensorimotor feedback control. The feedback control system for the adjustment of the approach behavior is rather slow. Geberl et al. [42] estimated reaction times around 80 ms. Even vocal reaction times of only 40-60 ms as measured in foraging bats (Denzinger and Schnitzler, unpublished data) exclude fast feedback reactions. According to data from Koblitz et al. [27] we assume that it will last as long as about one sound group or wing beat until bats adjust their echolocation behavior to incoming new information from the preceding sound group.
It is not known what kind of feedback mechanism bats use to adjust the distance-dependent reduction of emission SPL at about 6 dB/hd. Lee and his coworkers [43, 44] showed that bats use acoustic flow field parameters to control the approach speed while braking to land with speed 0 m/s, and also while catching a mealworm in a controlled collision. Kugler et al. [45] and Warnecke et al. [46] provided evidence that echo-acoustic flow affects flight in bats, and Bartenstein et al. [47] , Beetz et al. [48] , and Greiter and Firzlaff [49] described neurons in the auditory cortex of bats that selectively respond to echo-acoustic flow fields. We assume that bats use flow field parameters, e.g., the flow of distance reduction, not only for the control of approach speed but also for feedback control of emission SPL. To answer these questions, it will be necessary to study the relation between 3D positions of bat and prey, the approach speed and deceleration, and the SPL reduction in bats that land on mirror-like targets or capture stationary and moving point target like prey under rather natural conditions. In particular, the results from bats catching moving insects might help to understand potential mechanisms for feedback control with echo-acoustic flow parameters.
